COTW [TC&WM FEIS]

- IM framing of prior HAB advice & agency response – Dale
- History/Overview component, Board’s involvement with draft advice
- Technical research by IMs with DOE about what changed from draft to final – Jean

TC & WM EIS

- New potential proposal – Sounding Board instead of COTW advice?
  - Will discuss @ TWC 1/9/2013

100 – D/H Draft A Proposed Plan

- ECY Comments back to DOE in mid-February – Dale & Jean
- Rev. 0 next Fiscal Year? End of 2013?
- Continued IM tracking
  - Policy question: How much money to spend to accelerate cleanup? (also for 100 F I/U)

100 F I/U Draft A Proposed Plan

- Rev. 0 timeframe: Calendar year 2013
  - Policy question: How much money to spend to accelerate cleanup?
- IM tracking – Dale & Jean

TPA Change Package Follow Up

- Advice for February
  - 324 building
    - Unknowns popped up requiring additional needs & funding
    - Poses safety risk to public
    - Request additional funding for 324 building
    - Critical to river cleanup & 2015 Vision
  - Background
    - Board supports TPA
    - ID concern about general milestone slippage & “target date”
• Good to see “reality” shown in this Change Package
• Goal – safe & effective cleanup is first priority
  o February advice will be accepted as a comment without an extension to comment period – commitment by TPA agencies)
  o Authors – Pam, Dale, Susan & Shelley

---

**February (work planning)**

- Groundwater modeling – framing discussion to frame up a tutorial from DOE
- Land transition between programs and contractors (e.g. WCH → PRC), not legacy management (presentation)
- Presentation on 2015 Vision and beyond, clarifying scope (informational)
- 300 Area RI/FS and Proposed Plan Rev. 0 (joint w/ PIC)
- Possible placeholder on TWC agenda for joint topic regarding the TC&WM FEIS
- WESF – HSEP lead, joint w/ RAP/TWC

---

**March (work planning)**

- Deep vadose zone technologies
- Regulator briefing update on their comments on 100 D/H & 100 F I/U Draft As
- Update 618-10/11 Vertical Pipe Unit (20 min)
- ROD resulting from TC & WM FEIS
- Groundwater Modeling tutorial

---

**April (work planning)**

- Briefing on PFP & Remedial Action Work Plan
- U-Canyon
  - Update on funding and mortgage cost
  - Joint with BCC